
Navigation Touchscreen DEAD... Fix 

 

Last Monday my wife told me the touch screen in her '07 IS-250 didn't respond to touch. Indeed, no 

touches registered at all, though the screen displayed everything. Which brought me to these forums, and 

horror stories of $6500 new parts, $2000 rebuilt, etc. My love affair with this lemon has long ended - one 

defect after another, recalls for so many things, too much time in the dealership. But I digress... 

 

If your Lexus has the same manufacturing defect as mine, and you're patient/mechanically inclined, you 

may be able to fix it for CHEAP. As in under $50 cheap. 

 

The culprit for this problem was a faulty connector on the touch panel. The touch panel is a 4-wire 

resistive panel, taped to the LCD display. The unit is made by Toshiba. There's a four wire ribbon cable 

that is improperly bonded to the touch panel. Sunday had been a hot day here, and upon further mental 

digging, my wife recalled hitting a pothole a few days before. Shock + thermal-expansion + manufacturing 

defect = dead nav unit = unreasonably costly expense with normal consumer operation. In my opinion 

Lexus should really fix this... 

 

So the basic procedure is to remove the nav unit from the car. There are picture on the web on how to do 

this. The hardest part is getting the A/C vents out of the dash - when I did it I ended up removing the outer 

trim first, but after getting it all out I could see that the whole thing should slide out in one piece. I have 

some detailed photos of the clips if anyone wants them. And if you're partway mechanically inclined you 

can pull the unit out and a guy on ebay offers a repair service for under $600. Your car will drive with the 

unit out, but you have no radio, no nav, the seat airconditioning is on max, and the cabin AC is set to 

wherever you last left it. And the dash is lit up with pretty much every warning. 

 

Anyhow once the nav unit is out, the outer trim for the radio, navscreen, etc all comes unclipped and 

slides off as one unit. To do this, remove 8 screws, undo the clips, and just pull. It required a bit of force 

on the right side where the cables come out, but the clips were the same on both sides - nothing hidden 

here. Once this is off you will see the screen unit is held in place with 4 screws. There's also a ribbon 

connector and a power cable that need undone. Be careful with these delicate ribbon connectors... Once 

the display unit is out, there are again four screws that hold the housing together. It's easy to get apart, 

but pay attention to the copper clips and take some photos so you remember how it goes back together. 

 

Unhook the 4-wire ribbon connector and you're ready to troubleshoot. Labor at this point should be under 

an hour if things have gone smoothly, but realistically two hours. 

 

Here's where you need a good set of test probes for your multimeter - I found a set that worked perfectly 



at Radio Shack for about $20 - including lots of cool micro probes, clips, needles, etc. I couldn't have 

made the repair without these. Also, while there, pick up a silver CircuitWriter pen for about $11. That's 

what I used to repair the trace. 

 

The resistance between pins 1 and 3, and 2 and 4 should be about 500 and 1700 ohms. The resistance 

between the other pairs of pins, say 1/2 or 1/4, or 3/4 should be infinite until the panel is touched. When 

touched the resistance between those should go to something under 2k ohms. From this info you can 

figure out which connector is faulty. In my case the connector failed right where the two pieces of glass 

are sandwiched together, and by using the needle probe, I was able to get a good resistance 

measurement on the touch panel by wedging the needle of the probe up into the crack where the two 

pieces of glass join. I found a bit of live connector. So then I took a razor blade and scratched off the 

coating on the ribbon connector, right up to the glass, and applied some of the CircuitWriter ink there. 

Note that it has to dry before it's conductive. When it does dry, the panel is repaired. Seal that back up, 

put it together, and everything's done. 

 

When I did this, I actually used a razor blade to completely separate the touch panel from the display, and 

in so doing sliced part of the ribbon connector. You can't use the CircuitWriter pen to fix that, because it 

has no strength. So I had to buy a $35 tube of silver conductive epoxy, and was able to repair it. This may 

have been better all around, but the epoxy isn't runny like the circuit writer ink, and it might have helped 

get under the glass panel being runny. 

 

When I put the unit all back together (probably about two hours, being cautious, using the right screws, 

not forgetting any connectors, etc). The unit fired up and worked perfectly. All the warning lights on the 

dash were gone, and I only needed to reset the radio stations. 

 

Financial disaster averted! I'll post some pictures of this if anyone's interested.  

 



 

 

Note the dashboard visible to the left... the vent unit is still slightly resting in the dash from 
whence it came. Note the 4 clips on the top of the vent. If you can get them down (e.g. pry your 

screwdriver handle up) all at the same time, then the vent should come out. HARD! 
 



 

The navigation / stereo unit removed from dash.  Four screws on this side have already been 
removed and the front panel has been lifted upwards for removal 

 

 



 

This side was harder to separate because of the cable, but same connectors on both sides. just 
pull ahrd 

 



 

First glimpse at the Toshiba Mystery Unit... 
 

 



 

once you separate the display panel from the unit (4 screws) you need to undo these connectors 
on the back 

 

 

 



 

The Toshiba unit is removed 
 

 

 



 

Here's the display, out and apart.  Note the 4-wire ribbon connector going to the control board - 
that needs disconnected too and is the connector you make all the resistance measurements  

from 
 

 



 

THIS STEP NOT NEEDED.  Hindsight 20/20 - I separated the touch panel from the LCD below in 
order to troubleshoot more fully.  The only real problem, if you look closely, is that I sliced into the 

right-most trace on the ribbon connector.  The touch panel is just taped on. 
 



 
 

Test probe pin is resting on the faulty connector. 
 
 



 
Connection repaired with Circuit tracer pen after using razor to expose copper on trace, and 

whittle away a bit of the edge of the glass. 
 



 
CircuitWriter pen + touch panel with repair "curing" under light.  It doesn't conduct until dry 

 
 



 
Panel reassembled, repaired trace visible 

 



 
Installation is reverse of removal.  Actually putting the vent back in the dash was the EASIEST 

part! 
 
 
 
 

 


